
home

schooling

physical

education

Easy to follow activities for all

primary School ages 



Rising stars understand how difficult a

job it is home schooling.

we hope all parents find these sports

activitY cards helpful to keep children

active and healthy whilst not being able to

be at school.

some activities are better suited to certain

ages and require certain equipment so

please feel free to get the children or

yourselves to adapt the activities to suit

your child's age, ability and the equipment

you have available.

do not feel pressured to get your child to

complete all of the activities. the main

thing is getting them active and having

fun!

 

Parents guide 



use a smaller box or target.

throw from different distances and angles.

Change it up

start off close and each time a sock goes in move further away.

roll up several pairs of socks to

make sock balls.

using a washing machine or

laundry basket as a target,

practiSE throwing the socks inTO

the target. 

use both overarm and underarm

throwing technique.

instructions

improve throwing accuracy.

 
develop a good underarm and overarm throwing technique.

 
throwing and

aiming

Objectives



if with a partner, throw to the side to increase difficulty.

throw the sock away from you and run to catch it.

Change it up

shut one eye whilst catching.

roll up a pair of socks to make a

ball.

practiSe throwing and catching the

socks to yourself or with a

partner.

start throwing it low and

gradually start throwing the

socks higher.

instructions

improve catching technique.

 
practiSe catching from a variety of different heights.

 
throwing and

aiming

Objectives



hide pieces of paper that represent letters THAT spell out a word when

all of the letterS are found. 

 time how quickly it takes to find the objects.

Change it up

hide more objects to increase difficulty.

draw a map of the house and or

garden. ENSURE THE MAP IS AS CLEAR

AS POSSIBLE.

HIDE 5 objects around the house or

garden and mark the location of

the objects on the map.

children must read the map and

locate each object as quickly as

possible.

instructions

understand how to draw and read a map.

 
navigate around an area using the map.

 
orienteering

Objectives



take the pictures on a black and white setting to disguise colours.

let the child hide objects and take pictures, with someone else trying

to find them.

Change it up

take more obscure pictures to increase difficulty.

hide objects around the house or

garden, taking pictures of where

they are hidden with a tablet.

once hidden the child must look at

each picture on the tablet and then

find out where objects might be

hidden.

give clues to locations if the child

is finding it too difficult.

instructions

develop problem solving skills to find objects.

 
try and identify pictures by colours and shapes.

 
orienteering

Objectives



take out certain parts of the course if proving difficult.

let the child create their own course.

Change it up

time the child to see how quickly they can complete it.

use a garden, wooded area OR CLEAR

ROOM INDOORS.

set up an obstacle course for the

child to climb over, under, around

and through certain places or

objects.

Ensure the obstacle course is safe

and you can see the child at all

times.

instructions

improve agility, balance and coordination.

 
understand what is involved in an orienteering obstacle course.

 
orienteering

Objectives



when holding a balance, place the non-standing foot out to the side.

balance on one FOOT for for 5 seconds every step.

Change it up

can you add a turn or jump when in the middle of the line?

lay out socks in a straight line

with each sock touching.

start at the beginning of the line.

walk forwards, stepping one foot

at a time, keeping at least one foot

on the socks until you get to the

end of the line.

after a few practiSes start

balancing on one foot for 3

seconds every step.

instructions

balance with control.

 
keep the body still whilst balancing on one leg.

 
gymnastics

Objectives



do not use certain parts of the body when balancing.

can you progress onto using 5 OR 6 or 7 body parts?

Change it up

balance whilst keeping all body parts straight.

Ensure that the working area is

large enough to move around in.

start by walking around the room

and every 5 seconds stand still and

balance on one leg. after a few

practiSes start using two parts of

the body to balance, then 3 and 4.

you can USE hands, arms, back,

bottom, feet and knees when

balancing.

instructions

move around with balance and grace.

 
balance using 2, 3 and 4 body parts.

 
gymnastics

Objectives



choose 5 shapes and peform them in a set order, over and over again.

have a partner call the shapes out and then position the body in the

correct shape.

Change it up

link shapes, moving smoothly from one to the other.

Ensure that the working area is

large enough to move around in.

practiSe all of the gymnastics

shapes (shown in diagram), holding

each shape for at least 5 seconds.

ONCE YOU HAVE PRACTISED ALL OF THE

SHAPES, TRY TO REMEMBER EACH ONE

WITHOUT THE GUIDE SHEET.

instructions

understand the basic gymnastics shapes.

 
know the names of each shape and the correct body position.

 
gymnastics

Objectives

TUCK

STRETCH OR STRAIGHT

DISH - BACK TOUCHING THE FLOOR

ARCH - STOMACH TOUCHING THE FLOOR

STRADDLE

BACK SUPPORT FRONT SUPPORT PIKE STAR



create pattern. right hand twice, left hand once and repeat etc.

add more socks to the ball to increase the size.

Change it up

alternate hands every time.

roll up a pair of socks to make a

ball OR USE A BALLOON.

a player must use ONE OR TWO HANDS

to hit the sock ball in the air to

themselves without letting the ball

hit the ground.

players can use the same hand more

than once or hit / use their other

hand.

instructions

improve hand-eye co-ordination.

 
track the object and move hand into position.

 

volleyball
Objectives



allow each player to have TWO hits before sending the ball towards

their partner.

add more socks to the ball to increase the size.

Change it up

use weak hand only.

roll up a pair of socks to make a

ball OR USE A BALLOON.

against a partner, players use their

hands to hit the sock ball, with it

going back and forth until the

sock ball hits the ground.

players score points by making the

ball hit the ground near their

opponent.

instructions

volleyball improve hand-eye co-ordination.

 
track the object and move hand into position.

 

Objectives



move the toys around into different places.

the shape of the toy is called out instead of the name.

Change it up

THREE toys are called out and they must remember the order they

must follow.

layout several toys in an area.

when the name of a toy is called out

the player must touch that toy as

quickly as possible.

can be played in a small or large

area.

instructions

understand the shape and name of certain objects.

 
improve speed.

 
colours and

shapes

Objectives



move the toys around into different places.

when touching the toy they must spell out the colour the toy is.

Change it up

when touching the toy theY must spell out the name of the toy.

layout several toys in an area.

when the colour of a toy is called

out the player must touch that toy

as quickly as possible.

can be played in a small or large

area.

instructions

understand the colour of certain objects.

 
improve quickness and speed.

 
colours and

shapes

Objectives



move the toys around into different places.

call out the texture of certain toys (soft, hard, plastic etc)

Change it up

call out different sizes of toys in the same turn (small - big - samll)

layout several toys in an area.

when the size of a toy is called out

the player must touch that toy as

quickly as possible.

can be played in a small or large

area.

instructions

understand the size and texture of certain objects.

 
improve quickness and speed.

 
colours and

shapes

Objectives



can the toys be arranged in alphabetical order?

can the toys be arranged from smallest to largest?

Change it up

can the toys be arranged from softest to hardest?

layout several toys in an area.

call out different sizes, colours,

materials, names and shapes of

toys. they then are organised into

groups based on that category.

can be played in a small or large

area.

instructions

organise objects into groups based on certain categories.

 
improve quickness and speed.

 
colours and

shapes

Objectives



let the children choose who they are going to move like.

call out the characters quickly to make it more difficult.

Change it up

call out the characters slowly to make it easier.

find a suitable area for a child to

move around in.

toy story game - someone must

call out characters from the toy

story films and then they are acted

out.

when 'andy is coming' is called out

they must drop to the ground and

freeze.

instructions

understand different types of movements.

 
perform the correct movement when asked.key stage 1

movement

Objectives



choose programs that require different types of movements.

add more buttons to the controller like rewind, fast foward and

mute.

Change it up

let the children choose the program they want to act out.

find a suitable area for a child to

move around in.

tv game - someone must call out

television programmes they would

like to watch. once a program is

called out the child must act it out.

when the pause button is used the

child must freeze.

instructions

understand different types of movements.

 
move at different speeds.key stage 1

movement

Objectives



start as a small animal and gradually move to a bigger and bigger

animal.

child moves like a big animal.

Change it up

child moves like a small animal.

find a suitable area for a child to

move around in.

animal game - different types of

animals are called out and the child

must move in the correct way THE

ANIMAL MOVES.

let the child name animals to use.

instructions

KNOW different types of animals.

 
understand how each different animal moves.key stage 1

movement

Objectives



CALL OUT THREE BEAN NAMES CHILD TO REMEMBER AND MOVE IN THAT ORDER.

add OTHER BEANS SUCH AS spring, broad, chillI.

Change it up

assign numbers to each bean and when a certain number is called

they must move in the correct way.

find a suitable area for a child to

move around in.

bean game - different types of bean

are called out and the child must

move in the correct way.

bakeD bean - curl up, jelly bean -

shake around, jumping bean - jump

can be played in a small or large

area.

instructions

understand different types of movements.

 
move at different speeds.key stage 1

movement

Objectives



increase the area used for the warm up.

add more dynamic stretches into the warm up such as sweeping to

touch the floor and springing up into the air.

Change it up

let the child choose warm up movements to perform.

find a suitable area to move around

in.

start the child by walking around

for 2 minutes then progressing

onto a jog. after 2 minutes of

jogging move onto side stepping,

then jogging flicking heels up.

keep the child moving all the time

without any interuptions.

instructions

understand appropriate warm up movements.

 
learn to add a variety of movements in a warm up.

 
key stage 2

warming up

Objectives


